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NATIVE	  DAUGHTERS	  2:	  OKLAHOMA	  
A	  60-­‐MINUTE	  DOCUMENTARY	  	  
FEATURING	  NATIVE	  AMERICAN	  WOMEN	  
FROM	  OKLAHOMA	  TRIBAL	  NATIONS	  
	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  By	  Princella	  Parker	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  University	  of	  Nebraska-­‐Lincoln	  College	  of	  Journalism	  and	  Mass	  Communications	  April	  15th,	  2014	  	  
INTRODUCTION	  The	  “Native	  Daughters	  2:	  Oklahoma”	  documentary,	  magazine	  and	  website	  involved	  a	  two-­‐year	  collaboration	  between	  various	  professors	  and	  students	  at	  UNL’s	  College	  of	  Journalism.	  Undergraduate	  broadcast	  major	  Jenna	  Jaynes,	  adviser	  Jerry	  Renaud	  and	  myself	  worked	  as	  a	  team	  on	  this	  documentary	  in	  all	  aspect	  of	  the	  production	  from	  producing	  to	  editing.	  Working	  with	  a	  team	  of	  producers	  as	  well	  as	  in	  an	  academic	  environment	  allowed	  for	  new	  challenges	  to	  the	  full-­‐time	  documentary	  specific	  work	  I	  was	  used	  to	  with	  Standing	  Bear’s	  Footsteps	  I	  worked	  as	  associate	  producer	  for.	  	  It	  was	  the	  team’s	  decision	  and	  goal	  to	  produce	  this	  documentary	  in	  the	  timeframe	  allotted	  and	  allow	  the	  subjects	  to	  tell	  their	  own	  story	  with	  their	  own	  words.	  We	  wanted	  to	  take	  the	  approach	  of	  injecting	  as	  little	  narration	  as	  possible	  in	  our	  documentary.	  This	  was	  also	  an	  extremely	  challenging	  editing	  and	  storytelling	  process	  with	  a	  60-­‐mintue	  production.	  I	  am	  happy	  with	  the	  final	  documentary	  that	  is	  a	  product	  of	  visual	  storytelling	  collaboration	  in	  an	  academic	  setting	  and	  restrictions.	  If	  this	  documentary	  goes	  to	  broadcast	  for	  a	  national	  audience	  I	  feel	  it	  will	  need	  some	  additional	  work	  on	  not	  only	  the	  story	  structure	  but	  the	  post	  production	  editing	  so	  a	  national	  audience	  can	  understand	  and	  appreciate	  the	  women	  we’ve	  featured.	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Princella	  Parker	  filming	  for	  Native	  Daughters	  2:	  Oklahoma	  documentary	  at	  the	  Osage	  Buffalo	  Preserve	  in	  Pawhuska,	  Ok.	  	  	  	   In	  the	  next	  section,	  I	  have	  included	  my	  original	  Professional	  Project	  Proposal	  followed	  by	  the	  Research	  section	  in	  which	  I	  provided	  examples	  of	  my	  work	  in	  classes	  as	  they	  pertained	  to	  the	  Native	  American	  community.	  	  The	  research	  materials	  include	  ethics	  class	  handouts	  I	  created,	  Daily	  Nebraskan	  articles	  I	  was	  quoted	  in,	  student	  handouts	  I	  created	  for	  the	  Native	  Daughters	  class	  to	  aid	  in	  exploring	  Oklahoma	  Indian	  Country,	  my	  Oklahoma	  contact	  research	  page,	  Dana	  Tiger	  artist	  research	  for	  the	  Native	  Daughters	  2	  magazine	  cover,	  and	  my	  summer	  experience	  at	  the	  NAJA	  (Native	  American	  Journalist	  Association)	  Native	  Voices	  student	  project	  in	  Phoenix,	  Arizona.	  	  	   The	  Documentary	  Materials	  section	  includes	  materials	  produced	  exclusively	  for	  the	  Native	  Daughters	  2:	  Oklahoma	  documentary.	  These	  materials	  include	  a	  standard	  television	  release	  for	  our	  documentary	  subjects	  to	  sign,	  how	  to	  set	  up	  a	  camera,	  sporting	  event	  statistics,	  newspaper	  articles	  featuring	  our	  documentary	  subjects,	  my	  personal	  video	  logs	  to	  aid	  in	  editing,	  image	  from	  sound	  production	  and	  a	  look	  into	  my	  beginning	  editing	  script	  phase.	  	  
	   The	  Community	  Outreach	  section	  includes	  material	  the	  documentary	  team	  participated	  in	  with	  the	  Native	  American	  community.	  These	  materials	  include	  promotion	  and	  planning	  material	  with	  the	  SENNAC	  (South	  East	  Nebraska	  Native	  American	  Coalition)	  asking	  for	  funds	  for	  the	  Joy	  Harjo	  concert,	  a	  partnership	  with	  the	  UNL’s	  Women’s	  Center	  to	  host	  a	  Native	  American	  Barbie	  Workshop,	  documentary	  test	  screenings	  at	  the	  Vision	  Maker	  Media	  Film	  Festival	  and	  Native	  Media	  Summit,	  as	  well	  as	  a	  copy	  of	  the	  revised	  script	  from	  “Native	  Daughters	  1”	  documentary	  to	  “The	  Quiet	  Power	  of	  Danelle	  Smith”	  10-­‐minute	  version	  that	  broadcast	  on	  NET	  Nebraska	  Stories,	  showing	  our	  partnership	  with	  NET	  TV	  I	  hope	  to	  continue	  with	  the	  “Native	  Daughters	  2:	  Oklahoma”	  documentary.	  	  	   Lastly,	  in	  my	  Closing	  Remarks	  section	  I	  will	  conclude	  what	  I’ve	  learned	  with	  my	  time	  at	  the	  college,	  how	  it	  impacted	  the	  “Native	  Daughters	  2:	  Oklahoma”	  documentary,	  what	  I	  would	  do	  differently	  and	  where	  I	  hope	  to	  go	  from	  here.	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Professional Project Proposal 
By Princella Parker 
 
 
 
               Photo by Jenna Jaynes, Videographer for Native Daughters 2 
 
 
PROPOSED TITLE 
 
Native Daughters 2: Oklahoma Elements 
 
DESCRIPTION OF PROFESSIONAL PROJECT 
 
I will serve as producer for a 60-minute documentary film profiling Native 
American women’s stories in the four main themes of healing, culture, art and 
sports life for the Native Daughters 2: Oklahoma journalism project. I will take 
the 60-minute film in fine cut edit stage and submit to student film festivals, 
competitions as well as pitch for public broadcasts on a national level.  
 
I will do this by setting deadlines for various stages in the edit process to 
ensure enough time to work on material to pitch and submit for broadcast and 
competitions. Working closely with my advisor, I will utilizing past and present 
work colleges, filmmaker peers and public television professionals to gain 
feedback and support for the final cut, distribution and national-level broadcast 
of this professionally project. 
JUSTIFICATION 
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 As I produced the first Native Daughters documentary featuring 
Winnebago tribal attorney Danelle Smith, I was able to screen and share this 
story on many platforms and with many different audiences. The results were 
inspiring. Not only was I able to focus on a Native women who was thriving in 
her community but she was also giving back to her community. Not only was I 
able to share this story with other Natives and non-Natives but I was able to 
screen this at schools and engage in dialogue with other Native filmmakers 
about the important role of Native women. This is something I would like to 
continue with in Native Daughters 2.  
 
“Native Daughters 2: Oklahoma Elements” will profile a four-generation 
family that represent the ‘earth’ element. The family is made up of Muscogee 
Creek females featuring Tawna Little, a 30-year old boxer, mother and Iraq 
veteran. The documentary will also feature as the ‘fire’ element Joy Harjo a 
Muscogee Creek artist, singer, author and mother. The ‘wind’ element will 
feature a half Cherokee and half black WNBA’s basketball player Angel Goodrich 
and her family of basketball players from Tahlequah, Oklahoma. Finally in place 
of the ‘water’ element will be Dr. Moira Red Corn an Osage/Caddo Psychiatric 
Physician who promotes the use of meditation over prescribed drugs.   
 
 This film is about inspiring youth through telling the stories of individual 
Native women’s experience, strength and hope as they overcame obstacles to 
their present day presence in Indian Country, specifically Indian Country in 
Oklahoma. Each woman’s story shares how they found their voice through 
community; cultural and family support personifying a resiliency of spirit and 
walking between two worlds.  
 
I want to be able to uplift and inspire a new generation coming after me 
with these women’s stories. Bring the traditional oral tradition into the present 
by sharing stories of the value of hard work, education and women who 
personify the meaning of hope. Being apart of the Native Daughters project is a 
way for me to give back to Indian Country and provide enduring stories of 
strength and compassion to young Native girls, the same stories I needed to see 
and hear and read when I was their age.  
 
FORMAT 
 
The film will be available in DVD hard copy format along with a QuickTime 
movie digital format. The DVD hard copies will be sent out to public television 
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stations interested in broadcasting the film such as: Vision Maker Media located 
in Lincoln, Nebraska, Nebraska Educational Telecommunications NET TV, FNX 
First Nations Experience in California, This Land Press in Tulsa, Oklahoma and 
Oklahoma Public Television. The DVD hard copy format will also be sent to 
student film festivals and competitions such as the Student Academy Awards, 
National Broadcasting Society and Vision Maker Film Festival.  
 
It is our goal to have the QuickTime movie format, digital documentary, 
available online for real-time streaming on the Native Daughters 2 website. With 
video streaming on the website we hope to reach more the mobile technology 
audience who can view the film through smart phone, tablet or laptop devices. 
Through online streaming we hope to promote the hard and digital magazine 
copies sales as well. 
 
Native Daughters: The Road Home was professional cleaned up and 
modified by NET TV to a shorter 10-min version, titled The Quiet Power of 
Danelle Smith, that broadcast on NET’s Nebraska Stories series in May of 2013. 
We also participated in an online screening between NET, community members 
including Danelle Smith from Winnebago and Vision Maker Media with heavy 
promotion on social media. We plan to collaborate with NET TV again with 
Native Daughters 2: Oklahoma Elements. 
     
                                            Photo by Clay Lomenth, Photographer for Native Daughters 1 
 
The international distribution of the first Native Daughters magazine 
prompted a curriculum guide that can be used in schools. The film has potential 
to add content to this curriculum guide with video short breakouts and lesson 
plans.  With the recent success of the Half the Sky film and David Sutherland’s 
Kind Hearted Woman, the Independent Television Service (ITVS) has shown 
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interest in this film for their series and the Women and Girls Lead a public Media 
initiative designed to celebrate, educate and activate women, girls and their 
allies and Connect Audiences Worldwide.  
 
This film can be used for public discussion and community out reach in a 
variety of way including screenings, youth media workshops and in companion 
with the Native Daughters magazine and curriculum. Community screenings with 
viewer’s guides and question and answer sessions with the filmmaker at 
reservations, universities and companies can foster discussion about relevant 
issues that arise from the film. Youth media workshops can utilize scenes from 
the film to prompt discussion and aid in the production of youth storytelling.  
 
AUDIENCE 
 
The audience for this film will be open to a national general public audience, a 
national Native American audience, the Oklahoma Native American and public 
audience and specifically to younger Native female youth. These audiences 
would be ideal for the student film festivals as well as the public and Oklahoma 
television broadcasts of the film. It is my hope to screen this film at schools and 
special events and hold community discussions afterwards about the subject 
matter. 
 
I would also like to specially target the film to Native youth and maybe use 
the film as a tool to generate additional revenue to provide a summer youth 
digital film camp. In the summer of 2012, I had the opportunity to teach a 
digital media arts camp as apart of the educational outreach for the 60-min 
Standing Bear’s Footsteps documentary.  I worked as Associate Producer on 
Standing Bear’s Footsteps along with Executive Producer Christine Lesiak at NET 
Television. The digital media arts camp met at the Ponca Tribal building in 
Lincoln, Neb. with 13 Ponca youth aged 9-15 years old, all of whom were 
descendants of Ponca Chief Standing Bear. We met twice a week this past 
summer to expose the students to media technology, native culture and explore 
the “meaning of home.”  
 
I had some very helpful assistants including Alex Epperson and Blue 
Tarpalechee (Muscogee Creek) who came in and help do one-on-one mentoring 
with the student in video production and editing. Christine Legband (Ponca) 
came in to observe the media camp and write an article for the Ponca Tribe of 
Nebraska newsletter. The Ponca youth group were learning about their history 
and culture and are in the process of creating the first Northern Ponca drum 
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youth group. Many a day I would come in to the computer lab to see them on 
youtube watching and researching other drum groups.  
 
The students were lectured about video, audio, photo production, 
storytelling, and college as a real option. They had hands on opportunity in 
video shooting, interviewing and editing of audio and video. The goal of at the 
class was to introduce Ponca children to media career as an option and get their 
hands on equipment, expose them to media production. My hope for them was 
to open them to college, media careers and get an actual video with experience 
under their belt. I think they learned that media production and digital 
storytelling is a real possibility for their future. I thought the class got the 
students to shake up their own ideas of what it means to be Native, what it 
means to be a Ponca tribal member in Nebraska and how that is different 
experience from being a Ponca tribal member in Oklahoma. This class provided 
an opportunity for the students to look at themselves and how they want to 
present that to the world. This is a prime example of what I have done in the 
past and hope to continue with the Native Daughters film if I can generate the 
revenue and hopefully work with Oklahoma youth. 
 
BUDGET 
 
Travel for filming(APPROXIMATE):              
   Car Rental $35/day 
   Gas $50/day  
            X  45 days                =$3,825 
  
Wilson, Oklahoma (Little Family) 
Tulsa, Oklahoma (Little Family, Harjo) 
Pawhuska, Oklahoma (Redcorn) 
Norman, Oklahoma (Redcorn) 
Tahlequah, Oklahoma (Goodrich Family, Harjo) 
Hillsboro, Kansas (Goodrich Family) 
Lawrence, Kansas (Goodrich Family) 
 
Food (APPROXIMATE):  
   Food $70/day 
   Guests $30/day 
   X 45 days       =$4,500 
 
Hotel (APPROXIMATE):  
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   Hotel $120/day 
   X 45 days      =$5,400 
 
Camera equipment: 
16 & 32 GB SD cards (for recording video) $30/each x 50=$1,500 
External hard drives $120/each x 2= $240  
AA batteries $6/4 x 5=$30      =$1,770 
 
Consultant fees:          =$2,000 
Sterlin Harjo (Muscogee Creek) Sundance winning filmmaker, based out of Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. Harjo will serve as documentary consultant during the final editing 
stages in regards to practices and culture of Oklahoma Native Americans on 
film. Advise on the content and actual portrayal of Native Americans from 
Oklahoma. Harjo will also film important events in the case of bad weather and 
we cannot make it down to film. 
      APPROXIMATE TOTAL $17,495 
 
RESOURCES REQUIRED 
 
The resources required to produce the film are apart of the donation from a 
private donor from Tulsa, Oklahoma. Ginette Overall, a Muscogee Creek, Native 
woman provided a $150,000 gift to the University of Nebraska Journalism 
college to produce and replicate the first Native Daughters journalism project 
but this time focused on Native women from Oklahoma. Overall said, “It’s the 
first publication I’ve ever picked up in my life that I could clearly see myself in, 
that I felt was written for me.”  
  
 All the resources are provided by this generous grant. Once the film is 
completed we plan to premier it at a private party with Ginette Overall and then 
provide several public screenings in various locations in Oklahoma. Along with 
the screenings we will promote the Native Daughters 2 magazine sales and 
website as well. It is our goal to sell 15,000 copies of Native Daughters 2 to 
help generate revenue for a Native Daughters 2 journalism project. 
 
	  	  
	  
	  
RESEARCH	  
	  
Edouardo	  Zendejas’s	  “Mascots	  that	  honor	  Indians:	  The	  Audacity	  of	  a	  Dope	  for	  Suggesting	  Schools	  change	  their	  Indian	  Mascots”	  
	  	  Plains	  Tribes	  of	  Nebraska	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	   “As	  a	  country,	  we	  must	  acknowledge	  the	  history	  and	  relationship	  with	  the	  indigenous	  people	  and	  indigenous	  nations	  of	  this	  land.	  This	  is	  an	  appropriate	  expression	  of	  respect;	  not	  the	  respect	  supposedly	  expressed	  and	  made	  evident	  in	  such	  manifestations	  as	  the	  Washington	  Redskin,	  Atlanta	  Brave,	  or	  the	  Cleveland	  Indian…Respect	  for	  indigenous	  people	  comes	  in	  the	  form	  of	  reconciling	  the	  past	  with	  honesty	  and	  acknowledging	  the	  present.”	  -­‐Kicki	  Avery	  Carroll	  (Cheyenne	  &	  Arapaho)	  	  “I	  believe	  very	  strongly	  that	  public	  perception	  drives	  public	  policy,	  and	  if	  we	  allow	  these	  stereotypes	  to	  continue	  about	  Native	  people,	  they	  will	  impact	  public	  policies	  toward	  Native	  people”	  -­‐Wilma	  Mankiller	  (Cherokee)	  	   “Schools	  that	  continue	  to	  use	  Indian	  mascots	  will	  have	  to	  abandon	  their	  claim	  that	  they	  are	  honoring	  Indians	  and	  ultimately	  take	  responsibility	  for	  their	  perceived	  and	  or	  real	  racist	  and	  offensive	  acts…Using	  Indian	  mascots	  are	  not	  consistent	  with	  educational	  goals	  and	  objectives.	  Schools	  that	  continue	  to	  use	  Indian	  mascots	  perpetuate	  racism	  and	  ignorance.”	  
-­‐Ed	  Zendejas	  (Omaha)	  	  The	  caricature	  depictions	  of	  Indians	  “firmly	  place	  Indian	  people	  in	  the	  past,	  separate	  from	  our	  contemporary	  culutureal	  experience.	  It	  is	  difficult,	  at	  best,	  to	  be	  heard	  in	  the	  present	  when	  someone	  is	  always	  suggesting	  that	  your	  real	  culture	  only	  exists	  in	  museums.	  The	  logos	  keep	  us	  marginalized	  and	  are	  a	  barrier	  to	  our	  contributing	  here	  and	  now.”	  -­‐Barbara	  Munson	  	  “We	  see	  objects	  sacred	  to	  us—such	  as	  the	  drum,	  eagle	  feathers,	  face	  painting	  and	  traditional	  dress—being	  used	  not	  in	  sacred	  ceremony,	  or	  in	  any	  cultural	  setting,	  but	  in	  another	  culture’s	  game.”	  -­‐Barbara	  Munson	  	  “The	  most	  popular	  athletic	  team	  mascots	  names	  include:	  Eagles,	  Tigers,	  Cougers,	  Bulldogs,	  Lions,	  Bears,	  Panthers	  and	  Wildcats.	  Included	  in	  the	  most	  popular	  mascot	  names	  are:	  Indians,	  Chiefs,	  Braves	  and	  Warriors.	  Indian	  people	  are	  the	  only	  humans	  among	  the	  most	  popular	  mascot	  names.”	  -­‐Ed	  Zendejas	  (Omaha)
	  
Can	  you	  imagine	  these	  mascots?	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  Signs	  and	  phrases	  seen	  at	  sporting	  events:	  	  University	  of	  UTES	  v.	  Brigham	  Young	  University	  
“Send	  Utes	  Back	  to	  the	  Reservation”	  	  
“Trail	  of	  Tears	  Part	  2”	  	  Headline	  from	  a	  national	  newspaper	  
“Indians	  Claim	  Another	  Prestigious	  Scalp”	  	  Nov.	  2009	  UNL	  Husker	  Football	  Game	  vs.	  Oklahoma	  (UNL	  students)	  
“We	  want	  our	  land	  back”	  	  
	  	  	  
cljourdyn kaarre
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Walter Bircher reaches and pulls one 
orange and a bundled paper towel 
from his backpack. He unfolds 
the paper towel, revealing five red 
peppers. They’re from a recent trip 
to the supermarket where Bircher 
typically buys gobs of fresh pro-
duce, including the peppers, which 
he seems perfectly comfortable un-
packing on the table. 
“More than anything, I’m more 
than just into eating things in their 
original state,” Bircher said.
If you recognize Bircher from 
around campus, it might be because 
he often rides his bike at breakneck 
speeds, totes around fresh produce 
and drinks black coffee from a ma-
son jar. Or maybe it’s just because 
he’s recognizable.
“If he bought deer legs or some-
thing, he might look exactly like Mr. 
Tumnus, which is kind of funny,” 
said close friend Dillon Jones, a ju-
nior English and philosophy major. 
For his distinguishable exterior, 
there are many layers to Walter 
Bircher.
There’s brilliant Bircher, who 
developed a robotic arm used in sur-
geries. There’s internet troll Bircher, 
who pulls Facebook pranks and 
types incoherently with undulat-
ing upper and lowercase letters and 
no punctuation, save a half dozen 
exclamation points. There’s aquar-
ium extraordinaire Bircher, whose 
only goal is to create a biotope in a 
1,200-gallon tank. World-traveller-
Bircher spent two summers in Tur-
key and a vacation in China. And, 
there’s everyone’s friend Bircher. 
But, none of these parts alone are 
enough to describe the whole.
“He gets along with everyone 
he meets,” said Peter Bock, Bircher’s 
roommate and friend. “He’s good at 
making friends quickly. He’s really 
personable and has beautiful, icy 
blue eyes. He’s also just brilliant.”
For a man with so many hats, it’s 
only fitting to start at the beginning.
Playing with Legos as a child 
was Bircher’s cornerstone experi-
ence with engineering. Without a TV 
in his house in Omaha, he grabbed 
the shapes and began to build.
Bircher attended Conestoga El-
ementary School, where his math-
ematics journey began. The school 
gave weekly math tests, in addition 
to an online program through Stan-
ford University for gifted youth. 
This mathematics background in 
elementary school, Bircher believes, 
helped to guide him on the path of 
engineering.
Once he attended middle school 
and high school, the robotics compe-
titions, engineering programs and 
upper-level mathematics courses 
began.
Despite his early start with engi-
neering, Bircher still found himself 
at a fork in the road when it came to 
choosing a career path.
At the age of 4 years old, Bircher 
also picked up the violin. Both of his 
parents are in the Omaha Sympho-
ny Orchestra and encouraged him to 
play music.
“I wanted to play the saxophone, 
but my dad said, ‘Nope. You know, 
Walter, I heard that the saxophones 
went extinct like dinosaurs so you 
can’t play them anymore,’” Bircher 
said. “And I was like, ‘Noooo!’ Then 
they told me I could play the violin 
and I was like, ‘Eh, alright.’”
However, Bircher didn’t stick 
with just the violin. He learned to 
play the drums in middle school 
and formed a rock band with 
friends. Their claim to fame: playing 
with Disney Channel’s Drake Bell at 
an Omaha mall opening.
Bircher wanted to be a rock star, 
but ultimately decided to choose en-
gineering.
“You can be a professional engi-
neer that has music as a hobby, but 
probably not a professional musi-
cian that engineers as a hobby,” he 
said.
Now, there’s Bircher today, 
crunching on his red peppers and 
spinning his orange on the table. 
Last summer, Bircher spent his 
time in the Advanced Surgical Ro-
botics Technologies Lab at the Uni-
versity of Nebraska-Lincoln. He 
designed and constructed a robotic 
arm on his own. The “Inspection 
Arm” he created has a retail value of 
$60,000. Bircher made his for $2,000. 
The device was used in a surgery of 
a pig to measure the abdominal vol-
ume of the animal.
After fixing a few glitches, he is 
currently en route to submitting a 
paper to bring the robotic arm to the 
Design on Medical Devices Confer-
ence hosted by University of Min-
nesota.
In the physics lab, where he 
is one of the only engineers, he is 
working on project using a high-
powered laser to view molecules. 
After explaining these projects 
in detail, he racked his brain to think 
of what else he has on his plate. He 
remembered. He pulled out a clear 
bag with pieces of black plastic in it.
One of his father’s friends, who 
is a trombone player, approached 
Bircher with a problem. The trom-
bone slide can be very uncomfort-
able on a player’s hand when it is 
stuck in the corner of the brass for 
long periods of time. Bircher had a 
solution for that. He made a design 
for a plastic hand rest and had it 
printed out at a rapid prototyping 
company. He held up one piece still 
intact. He held up another, taped to-
gether with masking tape.
“The second design broke in-
stantly, which is fun,” he said.
But he’ll go back and try again, 
he said.        
Earlier this year, one of Bircher’s 
friends in the engineering college 
developed a new track spike. Birch-
er agreed to operate the website for 
the new design. He was fit for the 
job, of course, because he’s been 
maintaining and coding websites 
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n a headdress, dancing in a teepee with 
a wolf at her side, Gwen Stefani drew a 
lot of controversy in No Doubt’s “Look-
ing Hot” music video, released Nov. 2. No 
Doubt removed the video and issued an 
apology within 48 hours, but this case of 
Native American stereotyping in pop cul-
ture was far from an isolated incident.
At a Nov. 7 runway show, Victoria’s 
Secret model Karlie Kloss wore a leopard-print lin-
gerie set and war bonnet, and Victoria’s Secret re-
cently pulled the footage from the show’s broadcast 
in response to public outcry. In the last two months 
alone, singer Lana Del Rey, fashion designer Paul 
Frank, and Gap clothing stores have been embroiled 
in Native American stereotype scandals of their 
own.
“I feel like right now, we’re not really in control 
of our image in the media,” said Racheal Whitehawk 
Strong, a graduate student in the Native Daughters 
project in the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s 
College of Journalism. Strong is also a member the 
Rosebud Sioux Tribe and works at the Nebraska 
Commission on Indian Affairs on the Sovereign Na-
tive Youth Leadership Program. 
“There are other people who have more power 
in the media who are able to portray Native people, 
and they don’t do it in a very accurate way,” she 
added.
Strong said scandals like No Doubt’s don’t come 
from overt racism, but from an unawareness of the 
meaning beyond the images represented.
“I don’t think that the members of No Doubt are 
racists,” she said. “I think the general frustration 
with the video was that there was a lot of misuse 
of culturally sacred objects, like the eagle feather 
staff and the headdress. In order to understand 
why that’s offensive to Native people, you have to 
understand what place those things hold in Native 
culture.”
Just as military medals might be considered a 
restricted symbol in the United States, wearing 
crImeof
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a
story by cameron mount | art by ian tredway
native american voices 
resist reappropriation 
of cultural symbols 
for commerical use
Wyn Wiley | dn
walter bircher, a junior engineering student, works in a lab in Jorgensen Hall on monday. Here he 
spends countless hours and many late nights. bircher is known around campus for his humor, indie 
fashion, and his dedication to robotics, science, fresh produce and pabst blue ribbon.
Student engineers cutting-edge robots, Facebook hoaxes
crime of fashion: see page 6
bircher: see page 7
courtesy photos
lana del rey (top), Gwen stefani (left) and victoria’s secret model karlie kloss have all come under fire recently for projecting 
stereotypical images of native american culture via pop culture channels, like music videos and runway fashion shows.  
cameron mount
Like parents who lavish gifts on 
their unruly children for the tini-
est acts of decency, theaters will 
now reward you for not being an 
ass for 90 minutes. 
Cinemark, the third largest 
movie chain in the United States, 
introduced a service this week 
aimed at combatting texting in 
theaters with outright bribery. 
This latest development in movie-
watching etiquette hints that the 
distinct cinema experience is on 
shaky ground.
Turn on “CineMode” within 
the Cinemark iPhone and Android 
app and your phone’s screen will 
dim and remind you to turn off 
the volume. If you stick with the 
app for the duration of the movie, 
the program will send ticket and 
concession coupons to the app’s 
“Rewards” section.
Other chains have gone with 
less sympathetic tactics. The 
Austin-based Alamo Drafthouse 
recruited celebrities like Will Fer-
rell and Patton Oswalt to commu-
nicate their zero-tolerance policy, 
and used a customer’s hilariously 
livid voicemail as an anti-texting 
PSA. Their “Don’t Talk or Text 
During Movies” contest opened 
three weeks ago and invites the 
public to attack the problem cre-
atively through original commer-
cials.
In September, London’s Prince 
Charles Cinema began employ-
ing ninjas – volunteers in black 
skintight bodysuits – to covertly 
guard screenings and confront 
(and presumably scare the living 
hell out of) misbehaving audience 
members. 
While unpaid ninjas prob-
ably won’t determine the future 
of cinema etiquette, unlike Cin-
emark’s response, it’s an appro-
priate, commendable and, yes, a 
vaguely absurd reaction. But Cin-
emark has shifted the argument 
from “being rude during movies 
is bad” to “not being distracting is 
the exception to the rule.” The act 
of consuming movies has changed 
dramatically in recent years, but 
this is a dangerous precedent to 
set.
Watching movies is no lon-
ger all about fully experiencing 
all parts of a film. With all the 
mediums and outlets at our dis-
posal, we pick and choose accord-
ing to our mood or purpose. It’s 
easy to scoff at someone watch-
ing your favorite movie on an 
iPhone on a bus, but they’re still 
absorbing story and dialogue on 
an otherwise boring ride. Movie 
fans might cringe when a Netf-
lix favorite is constantly paused, 
talked over and tweeted about 
during, but there’s a gained layer 
of shared experience.
Are these examples of the full 
film experience? Not at all.
Instantaneous access to me-
dia has complicated our relation 
to media in a number of positive 
and negative ways, but at the core 
of film is always an artistic work 
ideally appreciated through im-
mersion.
Great films are shot-by-shot 
constructed to convey specific 
tones and emotions at specific 
moments. Like great literature, it 
requires investing every ounce of 
focus on the story in order to be 
sucked in.
Once someone disrupts a cou-
ple times, the mind starts expect-
ing distraction and becomes even 
more removed. If you truly aren’t 
removed from the movie experi-
ence when a light flashes or an 
audience member talks to their 
neighbor, you are in the minority.
Home theaters are becoming 
more sophisticated and less ex-
pensive, but they’re no substitute 
for cinemas. Cinemas are where 
the art of film both envelops you 
personally and becomes a shared 
experience. A living room screen-
ing might be tailored to your 
needs, but it isn’t a gathering of 
otherwise unconnected people 
engaged in the definitive version 
of this experience. Like a football 
game, it’s better with like-minded 
fans; unlike a football game, that 
energy is hurt by outside intru-
sions.
In August, Apple won a patent 
that would allow systems to limit 
a phone’s functions depending on 
location. 
Theaters, classrooms and air-
planes could theoretically cut off 
phones’ functionality or dim their 
screens.
As much as I’d like to see cell 
phones kept away in theaters, 
this is dangerously close to a Big 
Brother response, especially con-
sidering emergencies that inevi-
tably come up. What needs to be 
changed are cultural expectations 
about what the cinema setting is 
for, not forced compliance or brib-
ery. 
Next time you’re at the mov-
ies, leave the phone in the car, 
speak up to your friend who in-
sists on checking messages and 
help that change happen before 
these new manners become an 
unshakable habit.
cameron mount is a 
senior english education 
major. reach him at arts@
dailynebraskan.com
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this week 
in film
at the 
ross:
“the sessions”
directed by: ben lewin
• friday – 7:15 p.m., 
9:25 p.m.
• saturday – 12:45 
p.m., 2:55 p.m., 5:05 
p.m., 7:15 p.m., 9:25 
p.m.
• sunday – 12:45 
p.m., 2:55 p.m., 5:05 
p.m., 7:15 p.m.
“bel borba 
aqui”
directed by: burt sun, 
andre costantini
• friday – 4:55 p.m., 
9:30 p.m.
• saturday – 12:40 
p.m., 7 p.m., 9:05 
p.m.
• sunday – 5:30 
p.m., 7:35 p.m.
“barrymore”
directed by:  Érik canuel
• friday – 7 p.m.
• sunday – 3 p.m.
unl college of 
architecture 
hyde lecture
• friday – 4:30 p.m.
husker football 
on the big 
screen — 
nebraska vs. 
minnesota
• saturday – 2:30 
p.m.
net coffee & 
conversations 
presents “solar 
mommas”
directed by: 
Jethane noujaim
• sunday – 1 p.m.
new in 
theaters:
“the twilight 
saga: breaking 
dawn - part 2”
directed by: 
bill condon 
starring: kristen 
stewart, robert 
pattinson, taylor 
lautner
“lincoln”
directed by: 
steven spielberg 
starring: daniel day-
lewis, sally field, 
Jackie earle Haley
“the sessions”
directed by: ben lewin 
starring: John Hawkes, 
Helen Hunt, william H. 
macy
dn 
weekend 
pick:
“lincoln”
directed by: 
steven spielberg
joe wade
dn
The 1960s Brit-pop sound permeates 
the surface of music often, but rarely 
does a band produced an album 
richly dedicated to that sound. 
The influence of the Beatles is ev-
erywhere, so much so that it’s annoy-
ing to note that over-sentimentalized 
observation over and over again. 
Nevertheless, a band at some time, 
somewhere, was bound to actu-
ally capture the essence of the 1960s 
sound without drenching it with the 
unfiltered Lennon/McCartney-isms.
Behold, Lincoln’s The Renfields. 
Their self-titled LP (that’s vinyl, 
folks) scheduled for release on Nov. 
27 is everything a post-Beatles, psy-
chedelic music fan could hope for. 
The mixture of Pink Floyd’s David 
Gilmour-styled guitar solos with 
The Kinks rock-pop rhythm mas-
tery and vocal inflection is uncannily 
similar to the late 1960s precursor to 
the heavy metal and punk genres of 
the 1970s. Fans should also mark The 
Renfields’ calendars for the album 
release show at Knickerbockers on 
Nov. 23.
Put down the needle (literally) 
and bask in the warmth during 
these winter months. The first song 
on side one,  “Optimism,” affection-
ately reminds the listener “it’s gonna 
be a pretty good day” while a back 
drop of glittering guitar harmonies 
swirl around a groovy atmosphere. 
A robust bassline slow dances with 
drums and the vocals find the per-
fect balance of brilliant lyrical phras-
ing with nasally British whine. The 
effect is other-worldly, despite the 
nostalgia. It’s obvious this group is 
very tightly knit and the seamless 
quality makes it all the more fun to 
let go and enjoy the ride. Closing out 
the first song, the guitars trade solos 
and provide a lush, soaring sound 
with just enough fuzz to remind the 
listener of the quintessential purity 
of rock ‘n’ roll.
This album has the retro sound 
that would have been sparring with 
the Beatles on the music charts 50 
years ago. It’s exciting to hear that 
style of music again. 
The overall heavy moodiness, 
which The Renfields have mastered 
on this album, embodies the brief 
era following the Summer of Love. 
It was the time when flower power 
was dead and a new angst was fill-
ing the scene masked by the iconic 
1960s pop style. The difference that 
emerged during that era was a 
slightly slower rhythm and lyrics no 
longer preaching love and peace.
The Renfields bring that heavy 
vibe to a head on “Inside Out,” 
which is the last song on side one. 
A piano mournfully pours out emo-
tion. This is definitely a good song 
to listen to alone in the dark with a 
candle burning. The guitar solo in 
this song is a power ballad gem rem-
iniscent of the solo on Pink Floyd’s 
song “Comfortably Numb” and, 
cleverly, the song ends with what 
could be considered a tribute to John 
Lennon’s song “God.” The lyric is: 
“I don’t believe in Beatles/I don’t 
believe in Stones/I don’t believe in 
Renfields/or Ramones.” If the lis-
tener wants the eerie awesomeness 
of the song, he or she really has to 
hear it on good ol’ scratchy vinyl to 
get the full effect.
Flip the album over to side two 
and depart from the gloom with 
the upbeat “La Villa de Miguel de 
Cervantes.” It’s swinging Latin feel, 
Spanish lyrics and trumpets will heat 
things up. Even more impressive is 
The Renfields managed to produce 
the same retro sound on this song 
too. “La Villa” is the oddball song on 
the album, but it strangely makes it 
feel complete.
Side two playfully continues 
its journey through the psychedelic 
era with a flowery flute melody 
and pseudo-Dylan phrasing. The 
Renfields have tapped into a side of 
music often forgotten by the main-
stream. 
Go find a record player and get 
this album. It’s what a real music 
fan would do.
arts@ 
dailynebraskan.com
I'LL HAVE WHAT HE'S        
WATCHING
phone users 
disrespect 
movie magic 
lincoln power pop band 
pays homage to ‘60s 
“THE RENFIELDS”
The Renelds
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Beat boxing student gives voice to silenced
crime of fashion: from 5
shelby fleig
dn
DeWayne Taylor woke up ten 
minutes ago.
He already warmed up his vo-
cals with facial stretches and beat 
boxing.
Changing his clothes in his 
dorm room, Taylor continues to 
beat box. He doesn’t have a room-
mate to worry about waking up, 
so he continues without reserva-
tion.
Walking to class, Taylor is still 
beat boxing – attracting attention 
from strangers who look at him 
like he’s insane. 
“I can’t be 
afraid to practice in 
public just because 
people will think 
I’m weird,” said 
Taylor, a 19-year-
old advertising/PR 
student at the Uni-
versity of Nebras-
ka-Lincoln. “It’s 
just one of those 
things that if you 
love it, you have to 
do it.”
And Taylor has no reason to be 
ashamed. 
After all, he performed at his 
senior prom, Big Red Welcome, 
The Bourbon Theatre with Scru 
face Jean, taught children’s beat 
boxing classes at The Lincoln 
Children’s Museum and books 
consistent shows at Knickerbock-
ers.
If you don’t know him as the 
noisemaker walking around cam-
pus, you may recognize him from 
his October TEDxLincoln talk. 
Taylor was one of 16 speakers and 
the only UNL student asked to 
speak.
Taylor spoke about the histo-
ry of beat boxing and performed 
original beats for the crowd, who 
screamed and clapped throughout 
his portrayal of the emotions “an-
ger,” “jealousy” and “excitement” 
through sound.
“He owned the audience, 
which was an audience that 
probably never would have put 
themselves into a situation where 
they’d learn about DeWayne’s 
skill and the beat boxing world,” 
said Scott Winter, Taylor’s jour-
nalism professor and fellow 
TEDxLincoln speaker.
Four years ago, Taylor was a 
freshman at Lincoln Southwest 
High School. During the off-sea-
son from track, he picked up beat 
boxing as hobby to occupy his 
down time, but never got serious.
“My mom initially was like 
‘Cut that racket out!’ But once I 
figured out how to put it as songs, 
they liked it more,” Taylor said.
Taylor’s freshman oral com-
munications teach-
er told him he had 
great speaking 
skills and should 
join the speech 
team. Taylor 
thought otherwise.
“I was like 
‘Please! Speech? 
Are you kidding 
me?’ But somehow 
he got me to do it 
and I just fell in 
love with it,” he 
said.
UNL recruited Taylor for the 
speech team upon graduation. 
The team practices at least four 
times a week in preparation for 
numerous competitions.
Taylor described speech as 
having the opportunity to tell 
well-known movies, documenta-
ries and plays the way he thinks 
they should be told. No props. No 
teammates on stage.
“Just me in a nice suit, looking 
fly, doing my thing on stage for 
ten minutes.”
“DeWayne has natural charis-
ma, which he combines with hard 
work and dedication,” said Aaron 
Duncan, UNL speech and debate 
director. “When you put talent 
together with hard work, you get 
success.”
Duncan said Taylor’s passion 
sets him apart from other UNL stu-
dents. Speech used to serve Taylor 
as a way of self-expression and 
chance to “get everything out.” 
Taylor said college has opened his 
eyes to the real motivation behind 
his love for the process.
“A lot of the pieces we perform 
in college are outlets for people 
who can’t speak,” he said. “In es-
sence, people in other places are 
literally dying for things we’re 
saying. Whenever I perform I’m 
thinking ‘someone somewhere 
would love to say this, but would 
die if they did,’ so I’m relaying the 
message for them.”
With the mission of being the 
voice for voiceless person around 
the world, Taylor’s determination 
to improve his craft doesn’t go un-
noticed.
“You have to care and have 
that fire to be successful in this ac-
tivity or anything,” Duncan said.
Nobody is making Taylor beat 
box eight hours each day as he’s 
working at Sam & Louie’s Pizza, 
walking home and doing everyday 
tasks. He admitted it’s a constant – 
and needs to remain that way so he 
never becomes complacent.
Last February, Taylor placed 
in the top 30 at a national beat box 
competition. This year, he hopes to 
break the top 15 to qualify for fi-
nals in New York City.
Perfecting and compressing 
beats all day, every day, Taylor 
remains inspired by music of all 
genres. He wants to spread the in-
fluence of beat boxing in the Mid-
west and break the popular mind-
set of what the art form sounds 
like.
“People think of that old 
school Biz Markie when it’s gone a 
little past that; you can do dubstep 
or electronic or jazz and so many 
things that people aren’t aware 
of,” Taylor said.
“Every beat I do, I want peo-
ple to say, ‘Oh, that’s a D-Wayne 
beat.’”
arts@ 
dailynebraskan.com
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dewayne taylor, a freshman advertising and public relations major, freestyle beatboxes tuesday 
afternoon. taylor placed in the top 30 at a national beat box competition earlier this year. 
dewayne taylor 
expresses himself 
through unl speech 
team, beat boxing
a headdress without knowing 
its significance can be consid-
ered unfair appropriation. In 
the “Looking Hot” music video, 
Gwen Stefani throws eagle feath-
ers to the ground. Strong said that 
in Lakota culture, eagle feathers 
symbolize fortitude and bravery, 
and casual mistreatment like this 
is highly inappropriate.
“It’s a proud thing to have 
an eagle feather,” she said. “With 
little kids, parents will tie really 
tightly the eagle feathers onto 
their regalia, because if you drop 
the eagle feather at a powwow, 
you can’t just pick it up. They 
have to do a dance and special cer-
emony before you can even pick it 
up off the ground. Because you’ve 
mistreated it, and that feather no 
longer belongs to you. You then 
have to give it to somebody else. 
You give it away because you’ve 
dishonored that.”
While No Doubt pulled their 
video and issued an apology, 
singer Lana Del Rey defended her 
choice to wear a headdress in her 
music video for “Ride,” released 
in October, calling the video an 
“ode to the spirit of dance and 
freedom” she experienced work-
ing on Indian reservations.
Princella Parker, a member of 
the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska and 
associate producer for the 2009 doc-
umentary “Standing Bear’s Foot-
steps,” said even well-intentioned 
uses like these are dangerous.
“It’s not an honor to our cul-
ture to mock our sacred and re-
spected ways of life by objectify-
ing it,” Parker said in reference to 
the Lana Del Rey video. “It may 
be personal to her and what she 
believes, but how does that honor 
the ‘spirit of dance and freedom’ 
when it’s ripped, copied and du-
plicated in mass quantity? It loses 
this spirit when it 
becomes an object 
worn by a non-
native with no con-
ception of what it’s 
intended for in the 
first place.”
Parker has di-
rected her passion 
for filmmaking 
toward combat-
ting the limited 
and negative por-
trayals of Native 
Americans she’s 
seen as the norm in 
media.
“I grew up mainly in Omaha 
off reservation,” she said. “What 
I would get asked is ‘do Natives 
live in teepees?’ and ‘what do they 
wear?’ and I (didn’t) have long 
hair like they thought Indian peo-
ple do. The stereotype I hear again 
and again are of drunken Indian, 
non-existent or extinct Indian, 
poor Indian.”
While these stereotypes are 
very much alive, Strong pointed 
out the significance of No Doubt, 
Paul Frank and Victoria’s Secret 
apologizing and removing their 
offensive material. The popular 
fashion company Paul Frank, 
which in September hosted a 
“Dream Catchin’” event, includ-
ing neon headdresses and war-
painted employees, announced 
they were hiring a Native designer 
for a fashion line whose earnings 
will go toward a 
Native American 
charity.
“Inaccuracies 
are still happen-
ing,” Strong said. 
“But I feel like it’s 
going in a positive 
way. We’re using 
social media and 
other forms to have 
a voice to express 
ourselves, that it’s 
not OK to do that.”
Dialogue is 
more possible than 
ever and aware-
ness is improving, but Parker said 
the public has a long way toward 
understanding what is and is not 
appropriate in Native representa-
tion.
“It’s perceived as harmless 
because America is a melting pot 
and we have shared cultures in 
diversity,” Parker said. “But this is 
not diversity. This is a bastardiza-
tion of Native culture.”
arts@ 
dailynebraskan.com
(beatboxing 
is) just one 
of those things 
that if you love it, 
you have to do it.”
dewayne taylor
beat-boxer
Renfields play 
up fresh nostalgia 
with latest,
self-titled record
Theaters wrongly 
dictate common 
movie courtesy with 
bribes, threats
it’s not an 
honor to our 
culture to mock 
our sacred and 
respected ways of 
life by objectifying 
it.” 
princella parker
member of omaha nation
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   Class	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Judi M. gaiashkibos 
Phone: 402-416-3620 
Email: judi.gaiashkibos@nebraska.gov 
 
-Lecturer for the Native 
Daughters class  
-Executive Director of the 
Nebraska Commission on Indian 
Affairs 
-Enrolled member of the Ponca 
Tribe of Nebraska 
	  
Racheal Whitehawk Strong emačiyapi 
Phone: 402-219-1948 
Email: rachealmstrong@gmail.com 
Tribal Affiliation: Sicangu Lakota 
(Rosebud Sioux Tribe) 
Hometown: Grand Island, NE 
Class Standing: Graduate Student 
Best all time musician(s): Nina 
Simone, Bonobo and Israel 
kamakawiwo'ole  
Dream job: Professional sky diver 
and world class food taster. 
Real dream job: Improving the well-
being of Lakota people in any way, 
shape or form possible. 
	  
Princella Parker 
Phone: 402-417-4174 
Email: princellaparker@gmail.com 
Tribal Affiliation: Omaha Tribe of 
Nebraska 
Class standing: 1st year grad 
student 
Fav band: A Perfect Circle 
Dream occupation: Director of my 
own video production company that 
produces both documentary and 
independent feature films, with 
programming that assists Native 
non-profits and summer youth 
media camps. 
 
 	  
Paige Cornwell 
Phone: 913-568-5672 
Email: pgcornwell@gmail.com 
Standing: Senior 
Hometown: Leawood, Kan. 
Best band ever: Led Zeppelin 
Dream job: Reporter in 
Southeast Asia 
 
 	  
Asha Anchan 
Phone: 402-670-2747 
Email: anchan.ashak@gmail.com 
Year in school: senior 
Hometown: Omaha, NE 
Favorite all time band: The Civil 
Wars 
Dream Job: traveling reporter 
and children's bookstore owner 
 
 	  
Ruth Oliver 
Phone: 402-490-2341 
Email: ruthollie@gmail.com 
Hometown: Bellevue, Nebraska 
Class Standing: Junior 
Greatest Music Group Ever: City and 
Colour 
Dream Job: Reporter for a major 
publication on the east coast and a 
part-time children's book author. 
 
 	  
Jenna Jaynes 
Phone: 630-272-9192 
Email: jennajaynes@gmail.com 
Hometown: Bartlett, IL 
Class Standing: Junior 
Greatest Music Group Ever: Mika 
Dream Job: Reporter or anchor 
in Chicago and a published 
short story author. 
 	  
Faiz Siddiqui 
Phone: 512-777-3052 
Email: fsiddiqui2011@gmail.com 
Hometown: Cincinnati, Ohio 
Class standing: Sophomore 
Greatest music group ever: 
Regrettably, a painfully insolent 
hip-hop collective known as Das 
Racist 
Dream job: War correspondent for 
Al-Jazeera, political commentator 
for NPR 
 
 	  
Khloe Keeler 
Phone: 949-610-4870 
Email: khloekeeler@gmail.com 
Hometown: Newport Beach, Tribal 
Affiliation: Ponca Tribe of Nebraska  
Year in school: First year graduate 
student working towards my 
masters for journalism.  
Best Band: I would have to say the 
greatest band of all time is 
definitely The Beatles.  
Dream job: working as an anchor 
for a great news program. 
 
 	  
Shelby Fleig 
Phone: 402-570-6781 
Email: shelbyfleig@gmail.com 
Hometown: Lincoln, Nebraska 
Class standing: Junior 
Best musician of all time: Stevie 
Wonder 
Dream job: Writer for The Daily 
Show with Jon Stewart 
 
 	  
Lauren Vuchetich 
Phone: 402-540-7434 
Email: laurenvuchetich@gmail.com 
Year in school: senior 
Hometown: Lincoln, NE 
Greatest all time band: The Flaming 
Lips 
Dream Job: Designing/illustrating 
for a small creative agency 
 
	  
Native	  Daughters
Princella	  Contact	  Family	  Tree
Name	  &	  Title Tribal	  Affiliation Current	  Location	  
(Address)
Contact	  (Phone	  #,	  
Email)
Possible	  
Dates/Times	  to	  
meet
Story	  Descrption Notes
Roy	  Brown,	  Law	  
Student
Arapahoe NORMAN,	  OK	  
University	  of	  
Oklahoma	  College	  of	  
Law	  (300	  Timberdale	  
Road,	  Norman,	  OK	  
73069)
(402)	  990-­‐6558,	  
roy.brown@ou.edu
Monday	  Oct.	  15th	  
12pm,	  Tuesday	  Oct	  
16th	  12pm,	  
Indian	  Removal	  Act	  (Racheal	  
locate	  faculty	  for	  interview)
Roy	  reserved	  a	  room	  at	  the	  
law	  school,	  will	  provide	  snacks	  
and	  he	  will	  invite	  some	  Native	  
daughters.	  Monday	  Oct.	  15th	  
and	  Oct	  16th	  are	  also	  the	  days	  
of	  the	  school's	  moot	  court	  
competition.	  Roy	  can	  be	  free	  
Monday	  in	  general.	  Most	  
students	  are	  free	  over	  the	  
noon	  hour.	  Law	  school	  
parking	  lot.	  
SUGGESTED	  Contact	  Name	  &	  
Title
Tribal	  Affiliation Current	  Location	  
(Address)
Contact	  (Phone	  #,	  
Email)
Possible	  Dates/Times	  to	  meet Story	  Descrption
Sage	  Garland,	  Law	  student Wichita sage_garland@yah
oo.com
Marcus	  Briggs-­‐
Cloud
Maskoke	  (Muscogee	  Creek) (321)	  749-­‐5686,	  
fekecvte@gmail.com
4-­‐Generation	  family	  (Maskoke	  women	  
from	  Shunk	  clan	  and	  of	  the	  Kylice	  
Etylwv-­‐village-­‐contacts.	  They	  are	  
traditional	  basket	  makers,	  finger	  
weavers,	  potters	  and	  makers	  of	  
traditional	  clothing.	  All	  persons	  are	  
descendants	  of	  the	  trail	  of	  tears	  or	  
"este-­‐merketv	  nene"	  and	  can	  share	  
sentiment	  and	  stories	  regarding	  
Maskoke	  displacement),	  Native	  female	  
historian
SUGGESTED	  Contact	  Name	  &	  
Title
Tribal	  Affiliation Current	  Location	  
(Address)
Contact	  (Phone	  #,	  
Email)
Possible	  Dates/Times	  to	  meet Story	  Descrption
Rosemary	  McCombs	  Maxey	  (mid-­‐
60s)	  	  Retired	  Professor	  &	  United	  
Church	  of	  Christ	  Pastor,	  Respected	  
elder	  and	  speaker/teacher	  of	  
Maskoke	  Language,	  Human	  Rights	  
Activist	  and	  Feminist.	  Well-­‐versed	  in	  
Maskoke	  history	  and	  general	  
Indigenous	  history.
Maskoke Dustin,	  Oklahoma	  on	  
her	  famiy's	  Indian	  
allotment	  land
Home	  (918)	  656-­‐
3725
GREAT	  GRANDMOTHER-­‐-­‐>Dicey	  
Berryhill	  Barnett	  (76	  years	  old)	  
Works	  for	  the	  Maskoke	  Food	  
Sovereignty	  Initiative,	  
promoting	  traditional	  Maskoke	  
agriculture	  and	  food	  lifeways.	  
Dicey	  is	  respected	  elder	  in	  the	  
nation,	  she	  has	  taught	  Maskoke	  
language	  in	  community	  and	  is	  
the	  glue	  that	  keeps	  her	  clan	  
together.	  
Maskoke Wilson,	  Oklahoma	  
(Maskoke	  Nation)
GRANDMOTHER	  DAUGHTER-­‐-­‐
>Karen	  Barnett	  Little	  (46	  years	  
old)	  She	  works	  as	  a	  vault	  
manager	  at	  he	  Okmulgee	  
Casino.	  Enjoys	  cooking	  
traditional	  Maskoke	  foods.
Maskoke Wilson,	  Oklahoma	  
(Maskoke	  Nation)
DAUGHER-­‐-­‐>	  Tawna	  Little	  (29	  years	  
old)	  Graduate	  of	  University	  of	  
Oklahoma	  and	  current	  student	  at	  
College	  of	  the	  Muscogee	  Nation.	  She	  
is	  a	  veteran	  of	  the	  Iraq	  War	  and	  
spent	  two	  years	  conducting	  
academic	  research	  on	  Native	  
Veterans	  relationships	  to	  cultural	  
values	  and	  experiences	  with	  PTSD.	  
Tawna	  is	  a	  shell-­‐shaker	  in	  Maskoke	  
ceremonies	  and	  helps	  teach	  
community	  language	  classes.	  (Tawna	  
has	  two	  sisters	  that	  are	  artists,	  they	  
get	  together	  on	  Sundays,	  meeting	  
day	  for	  family	  &	  babies,	  to	  use	  
language,	  basket	  making,	  finger	  
weaving,	  sew	  traditional	  clothes,	  
beading,	  etc	  )
Maskoke Wilson,	  Oklahoma	  
(Maskoke	  Nation)
GREAT	  GRAND	  DAUGHTER-­‐-­‐>	  
Tvffolopv	  Little	  (7	  yeas	  old)	  	  She	  is	  a	  
student	  of	  Maskoke	  language	  and	  
attends	  the	  Puetake	  Vcake	  language	  
immersion	  school.	  She	  is	  a	  student	  of	  
her	  elders	  in	  learning	  the	  traditional	  
attributes	  listed	  above.	  
Maskoke Wilson,	  Oklahoma	  
(Maskoke	  Nation)
Tonna	  (918)	  820-­‐
2170
Sterlin	  Harjo,	  
independent	  
filmmaker	  and	  
video	  journalist	  for	  
"This	  Land	  Press"
Seminole/Creek Tulsa,	  OK (918)	  720-­‐3205 Thursday	  Oct	  11th	  
evening	  or	  Friday	  
Oct	  12	  morning
SUGGESTED	  Contact	  Name	  &	  
Title
Tribal	  Affiliation Current	  Location	  
(Address)
Contact	  (Phone	  #,	  
Email)
Possible	  Dates/Times	  to	  meet Story	  Descrption
Kaylene	  Arndt,	  female	  in	  video,	  
interest	  cinematophry
Norman,	  OK
Samantha	  Crain,	  Muscian Oklahoma	  City,	  OK
Electa	  Red	  Corn Pani/Yankton Pawnee,	  OK?
Traci Metzner is 
the Clan Mother 
for OU GDP
Traci.L.Metzner-
1@ou.edu
Ryan	  Red	  Corn
SUGGESTED	  Contact	  Name	  &	  
Title
Tribal	  Affiliation Current	  Location	  
(Address)
Contact	  (Phone	  #,	  
Email)
Possible	  Dates/Times	  to	  meet Story	  Descrption
Cara Mcdonald, artist
Dr. Moira Red Corn, 
Mental Health Director 
Cherokee Nation
Amber Toppah Amber	  Toppah	  just	  got	  
back	  to	  me	  and	  said	  she	  is	  
free	  all	  week	  while	  we	  are	  
there!	  She	  said	  her	  bf	  of	  
18	  years	  is	  a	  direct	  
descendant	  so	  we	  could	  
use	  him	  too	  if	  we	  wanted.
Veronica Pipesteam
Jessica Imotichey
Brooke Hudson
Katrina Cardwell
Dawna Hare
Sedelta	  Oosahwee,	  
former	  chief	  of	  staff	  
of	  asst	  chief	  of	  
cherokee	  nation,	  
currently	  working	  
on	  education	  at	  the	  
white	  house
	  fly	  into	  Oklahoma	  
on	  the	  12th	  and	  
will	  be	  there	  
throught	  the	  21.	  	  I	  
will	  be	  in	  
Tahlequah	  from	  the	  
12-­‐16	  and	  then	  will	  
go	  to	  okc	  on	  the	  
16th.	  	  MONDAY	  OR	  
TUESDAY
SUGGESTED	  Contact	  Name	  &	  
Title
Tribal	  Affiliation Current	  Location	  
(Address)
Contact	  (Phone	  #,	  
Email)
Possible	  Dates/Times	  to	  meet Story	  Descrption
Patti	  Jo	  King,	  Cherokee	  
historian,	  college	  professor,	  
journalist,	  and	  publisher.	  Fields	  
of	  research	  are	  Native	  America,	  
Federal	  Indian	  Policy,	  
Antebellum	  America	  and	  Tudor	  
England.
Cherokee Teaching	  history	  of	  
American	  Indian	  
Journalism,	  Indian	  
Women's	  History	  and	  
American	  Indian	  
Studies	  at	  University	  of	  
North	  Dakota.	  Home	  is	  
in	  the	  desert	  along	  the	  
banks	  of	  Colorado	  
River	  on	  the	  Colorado	  
River	  Indian	  
Reservation	  in	  Arizona.	  
Racheal	  "	  I	  just	  got	  off	  the	  
phone	  with	  Patti	  Jo	  King,	  
talked	  to	  her	  for	  an	  hour	  she	  
is	  so	  cool!!!	  	  We	  have	  to	  
interview	  her,	  she	  has	  that	  
perspective	  we	  are	  looking	  for	  
that	  is	  new	  and	  fresh,	  not	  the	  
same	  old	  ethnocentric	  
historical	  viewpoint,	  she	  is	  
kind	  of	  radical	  and	  I	  LOVE	  IT!!!	  	  
Her	  family	  history	  is	  tied	  into	  
my	  entire	  article.	  "
Blue	  Tarpalechee Muscogeee
SUGGESTED	  Contact	  Name	  &	  
Title
Tribal	  Affiliation Current	  Location	  
(Address)
Contact	  (Phone	  #,	  
Email)
Possible	  Dates/Times	  to	  meet Story	  Descrption
Tia	  Tarpalechee,	  his	  sister	  and	  
teacher
Ashley	  Coser,	  psychologist
Rochelle	  Werito,	  former	  Miss	  
Muscogee	  Nation
werito45@gmail.co
m,	  (405)420-­‐3705
Yeah,	  those	  times	  work	  for	  
me!	  We	  can	  meet	  the	  
morning	  of	  October	  15	  and	  
there	  maybe	  a	  social	  Stickball	  
game	  in	  Stillwater	  put	  on	  by	  
Alpha	  Pi	  Omega	  that	  evening	  
we	  could	  go	  to	  so	  you	  can	  
meet	  other	  Oklahoma	  Native	  
women.	  I	  should	  be	  free	  that	  
entire	  weekend	  if	  that	  
evening	  doesnt	  work	  out.	  I	  
Dr.	  James	  Riding	  In,	  
Pawnee	  Historian
Pawnee Tempe,	  Arizona pawnee1@asu.edu,	  
(480)	  208-­‐2867
SUGGESTED	  Contact	  Name	  &	  
Title
Tribal	  Affiliation Current	  Location	  
(Address)
Contact	  (Phone	  #,	  
Email)
Possible	  Dates/Times	  to	  meet Story	  Descrption
Susan	  Miller,	  Seminole	  Historian Seminole Lincoln,	  NE satchti@yahoo.co
m
allison	  hedge	  coke,	  
Professor	  and	  
Writer
Omaha Kearney,	  NE
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AGREEMENT FOR TELEVISION APPEARANCE 
 
      I authorize the University of Nebraska-Lincoln College of Journalism and Mass 
Communication to make use of my appearance or photos in a story for Native Daughters 
2: Oklahoma, which includes the magazine, website and documentary of the college.    
 
     I understand that I am to receive no compensation for this appearance, and that I am to 
receive no compensation of any kind as a result of any recordings, re-broadcasts, or other 
broadcast or non-broadcast uses of the production.  My work in the production shall be a 
work made for hire for producer under the copyright laws of the United States; to the 
extent that my work cannot be considered a work for hire.  I assign all right and title, 
including all copyright rights in the production and its derivative works to producer.   
Producer shall have complete ownership of the production, including full domestic and 
foreign copyright, and shall have the exclusive right and license to make such use of the 
production as it wishes, including (but not limited to) the right of performance, display, 
reproduction and distribution in all media, and the right to create, perform, display and 
distribute derivative works of the production.   
 
     I give the producer the right to use my name, likeness, and biographical material to 
publicize the production, derivative works of the production, and the services of the 
producer.   
 
_______________________________           ________________________________ 
Date                                                                  Signature 
 
  
                                                                    
                                                                        ________________________________ 
                                                                        Print Name 
 
If person appearing is a minor, parent 
or legal guardian must sign form                   _________________________________ 
in the space provided.                                    Parent or Legal Guardian’s signature 
 
 
_______________________________         ________________________________ 
Date                                                                Producer 
 
HOW TO SET UP CAMERAS  
 
THE GOLDEN RULE: ALWAYS HAVE AN SD CARD IN THE CAMERA AND PAY 
ATTENTION TO THE AMOUNT OF SPACE YOU HAVE ON THE CARD 
 
For any and all interviews: 
• How to set up camera in interviews: 
o Set your interviewee, more than likely sitting. Put a chair directly across 
from them so the interviewer can sit. 
o Make sure you set up in an area with an interesting (not distracting) 
background away from a wall. Preferably in the middle of a room so there 
is depth. 
o Put the camera on one side of the interviewer at eye level with the 
interviewee. You need to match their eye level with your body as well. 
o You need to manually focus the camera. 
o If the camera is on the left side of the interviewee you want to give the 
interviewee “lead room” i.e. set their face on the right side of the screen 
with room in front of their face of empty space. 
o If the camera is on the right, set their face on the left side of the screen. 
o Switch off each interview which side you have them facing. 
• Push the display button on the left side of the camera to show all of your info on 
the screen. 
• Click the menu button on the bottom of the screen. Go to record settings. Set up 
the camera for PH 1080/24p.  
• Check your iris. Push the button on the left side of the camera that says zebras 
until lines on the camera show up. Move the iris button up or down to adjust. You 
know you have good iris settings if there is a little bit of those zebra lines on the 
screen. 
• White balance your camera by holding a white piece of paper near where your 
interviewee will be sitting. Zoom in on the paper until it takes up the entire 
screen. Press and hold the white balance button on the left side of the camera (as 
you are standing behind the camera) until it flashes that it has accepted the white 
balance. NOTE: If you move the camera, change the lighting, move your subject-- 
redo your white balance. If you are unsure, redo it. 
• Remind the interviewee to look at you 
• After you are done interviewing ask everyone if anyone else has questions. 
• Leave the camera rolling a few minutes after the official interview is over because 
people will relax and give good bites at this point. 
• Ask interviewee to remove any distracting jewelry that could jingle together. 
 
For B-Roll (non-interviews, movement, still shots, etc.) 
• Click the menu button on the bottom of the screen. Go to record settings. Set up 
the camera for PH 1080/30p. 
• White balance your camera by holding a white piece of paper near where your 
interviewee will be sitting. Zoom in on the paper until it takes up the entire 
screen. Press and hold the white balance button on the left side of the camera (as 
you are standing behind the camera) until it flashes that it’s accepted the white 
HOW TO SET UP CAMERAS  
balance. NOTE: If you move the camera at all, change the lighting, move your 
subject-- redo your white balance. If you are unsure, redo it. 
• You need to manually focus the camera 
• When shooting B-roll remember this succession of shots: wide, medium, close. 
The analogy I use is a factory of people. Wide: a part of the assembly line of 
people, medium: one person working, close: person’s face looking at work or 
hands working with product. 
• Look for movement i.e. someone’s hands creating a pot, cattails blowing in the 
wind, etc. 
• Shoot for as long as you think we may need (at least 30 seconds) then shoot for 
another 20 seconds after that. We can always use extra footage.  
 
Audio: 
• Always make sure your mics are on the same frequency. They are already set so DO 
NOT change them. If you turn the mic on it should be good to go. 
• Put the audio at -9 for most interviews. You do this on the mics by pushing the button on 
the right. DO NOT go below -9. If the interview is too quiet go to -6, then -3. 
• Watch your levels on the camera. They should be hitting around -6 to -12. If the levels 
are going into the red you will have horrible audio.  
• Use the headphones to make sure your mic is actually picking up your interview or nat 
sound.  
• Don’t trust your headphones with levels. They lie. If you think it is loud enough in the 
headphones it might not be on the levels on the camera.  
• Try to hide the mic cord by having the interviewee run it up their shirt or jacket.  
 
For everything: 
• Make sure your tripod is level every time you set it up. 
• Never shoot anything with a window in the background 
• Look for distracting lines in the background (don’t have things coming out of people’s 
heads, etc).  
• DO NOT TALK WHILE THEY ARE TALKING. Use nods and smile to show you 
understand. Do not say “yes, uh huh, I see” etc. It will ruin audio we can use. 
• Don’t talk while shooting B-roll 
•  
 
Set up lights if necessary: 
• Put a light (the largest you have) as the key light in the diagram on the other side 
of the interviewer than where the camera is. Your set up should always be a 
sandwich with camera/light on the outside, interviewer in the middle.  
• Put the smallest light you have high in the air on an angle behind the interviewee 
(out of the shot) to hit the back of their head. 
• Put your middle size light as the fill light  
• If you do not have all these lights, set up a key light for sure  
HOW TO SET UP CAMERAS  
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1. (00000 MTS 11:56) 
• “Painting…The Jeff King, it’s got his name on the back that’s the only way I know” 
• <14:18:14>“I’m the director of psychiatry at Cherokee Nation Health Service. I just started working there 
so I would double check the “Cherokee Nation” they’re super picky about that. I think it’s Cherokee 
nation health service. I’ll pretend like I’m talking to Asha. (Tribal politics with the job) yeah lets talk 
about that, it sounds like a blast.” 
• <14:20:01 What is it like to be a native woman?> “I think about the way I am in the world I suppose. I 
remember a story I remember this time I was traveling and I was maybe in my early 20s and was in this 
philosophical phase, as you may be right now, I was at an airport and I was sitting on the floor of the 
airport waiting for a plane this woman started coming up to me talking about Native this and Native that 
saying ‘oh you must be so close to the ground and aren’t you angry at the government because they’ve 
taken all your land and this that and the other thing and I just said well, do we own it anyway? I 
was really kind of taken aback by her question and was very philosophical at the time and didn’t 
really have an answer for that. Beyond that I think I’m very fortunate to have the parents that I do 
because they are in the world in a way that I think is very healthy they share everything that’s 
possible and they go to all of the they go to every event that’s related to our tribe and I think that’s 
really taught me to be in the world in a way where it’s important- the community is important and 
that to me is really critical.  
• <14:21:55>Well I would say there was a time let’s see I graduated college I worked at Dartmouth for a 
few years as an assistant editor for the faculty newspaper right after I finished and I was getting ready to 
get promoted and I was thinking I really don’t this isn’t what I want to do you know I was kinda 
getting scared. You know it was like am I gonna be in this   the rest of my life, is this gonna be my 
world. And so my friend called me she lived in well she was a school teacher at Andover and it was back 
when you didn’t text, you actually sat down and wrote letters, I don’t know if you remember that Asha, 
you may not. Anyway, so she wrote me a letter and she said I’m moving to Taos New Mexico and you 
should come and I was kind of thinking I should quit my job, oh I don’t know. Probably I’ll see what 
happens so I wrote back and I said well maybe, I’d been there for a couple of years at the newspaper and 
she then the next letter I got from here she was in taos and she said yeah my friend Dave’s car broke 
down in new mexico and I decided I was just gonna move here and so I id and she said you should come 
and so I quite my job and I went out there and just left everything but it seemed appropriate 
because I was studying meditation at the time I got into this Tibetan meditation through a secretary 
that I knew at the office and she said you know the name Tao or Dao you should go for sure. And so I 
did and that really kind of altered my path in a big way, really getting into the meditation altered 
my path significantly. That was really my biggest turning point. While we grew up in a really native 
environment my parents taught us that process of what it’s like to be native there was also this 
hierarchical structure, maybe don’t put this in (laughs), in the Osage tribe and sort of a male 
dominant process that didn’t resonate with me and so the Tibetan meditation kind of alleviated hat 
and that helped me move into a different place with my spiritual path but that came back around to 
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because'it’s'an'incentive'for'people'to'come'(laugh:r)'um,'and'then'depending'on'what'types'of'things'are'going'on'um'we'try'to'have'some'type'of'art'form'like'beading,'my'uncle'taught'us'how'to'bead''TAWNA'4'WILSON'it'just'depends'on'what'we'feel…is'needed''TAWNA'4'WILSON''the'kids'see'us'doing'this,'so'it’s'not'going'to'be'something'new'for'them'when'they'get'older'and'be'like,'“What'we'have'a'language?'What'our'people'do'this?”'you'know'type'thing,'and'it'won’t'be'such'a'culture'shock'for'them''DICEY'3'WILSON:'all'of'a'sudden'I'realize'that,'that'uh,'time'is'of'the'essence,'because'uh,'thinking'about'myself.'That'I'probably'don’t'have'too'much'longer'to'live.'Time'is'just'racing'by….'the'way'I'learned'when'I'was'growing'up'was'just'every'day'conversation'with'my'mom'and'dad'and'my'whole'family.'We'didn’t'learn'about'verb'stem,'or'dropping'etv'to'bs'or'anything'like'that.'They'just'talked'every'day,'and'that’s'how'I'learned,''DICEY'2'HOME:'that'goes'back'to'what'we'as'uh'Muscogee'Creek'Indians'have'gone'through'assimilation'and'all'that'to'make'us'forget'our'language.'And'so'uh'I'often'wonder'why::why'um'I’m'more'apply'to::app'to'talk'English'when'I'could'be'talking'creek'to'them.'You'know'they'could'be'learning'more'if'I'talk'my'own'language'but'I'act'like'I’m'an'old'white'lady'and'talk'uh'English'and'so'they'get'on'to'me'all'the'time…'that’s'what'was'instilled'in'us'and'so'I'feel'that'we’re'just'tearing'it'on'till::till'we'finally'get'it'into'our'heads'that'that’s'what'we'need'to'be'talking'and'teaching'our'young'ones….'It'just'took'um'somebody'to'tell'uh'remind'me'that'I::that’s'what'I'need'to'be'doing.'You'have'something'taken'away'from'you'and'it’s::it’s'hard'to'get'it'back.''DICEY'3'WILSON:'I'told'her'not'to'give'up,'you'know'get'discouraged'and'give'up,'to'keep'on'trying'to'learn,'even'though,'you'know,''she’s'not'saying'it'right''DICEY'3'WILSON:'since'I’m'the'oldest,'the'grandmother,'I'want'for'them'to'learn'the'language'and'the'culture,'and'um,'just'everything'that'a'Muskogee'Creek'stands'for….'it’s'really,'um,'to'be'a'part'of'an'Indian'tribe'or'tribes'is'really'something'to,'that'is'um,'something'that'is'some,'to'be'proud'of…'Muskogee'Creek,'the'capitol'is'in'Okmulgee.'And'we’re'in'the'heartland'of'the'Muskogee'Creek'people….'to'be'a'Muskogee'Creek'is,'is'just,'I'don’t''know,'it'just'overwhelming'to'explain.'It’s'just'something'awesome'to'be'a'part'of.'''DICEY'3'WILSON:.'I'wanted'to,'it'to'be'like'one'on'one,'and'to'learn'the'way'I'learned'when'I'was'growing'up.'And'that'was'just'from'talking'with'mom'and'dad'every'day.''DICEY'3'WILSON:'we'started'um,'having'our'language'classes'because'we,'we'know'that'um,'children'that'are'coming'up'need'to'learn''KAREN'1'(WILSON)'we'need'to'hurry,'bring'it'back,'you'know,'it’s'gonna'be'lost….'I’m'trying'to'bring'it'back'in'our'kids.''My'kids'are'more,'they'know'how'to'read'it'and'write'it,'um,'maybe'they’ll'speak'it'one'day.''KAREN'1'(WILSON)'my'kids'have'picked'it'up'and'they'want'to'be'able'to'do'all'this'stuff,'and'they’re'learning,'not'just'to'do'the'craft,'but'what’s'behind'it.'How'they'used'it'a'long'time'ago'and'they'know'how'much'work'it'is,'especially'if'you'want'to'do'it,'um,'traditional…'when'I'was'growing'up'I'don’t'think'there'was'anything'really'offered'to'us,'we'just'went'to'school,'went'home.''KAREN'1'(WILSON)'it'just'so'happened'that'my'daughters'were'naturals,'I'guess.'They'had'the'talent'to'do'baskets,'and'the'finger'weaving.'' 'DICEY2'HOME:'there'is'so'much'uh'meaning'when'you'talk'uh'when::in'your'Creek'language.'You'sing'in'Creek'and'it'means'a'lot'more…'I'think'it'keeps'families'together'too.'And'um'other'races'that'talk'their'language::they'just'go'around'talking'and'you'know'they'don’t'care'if'anybody’s'listening'but::but'uh'Indians'seem'to'hold'back'any'tribe::they'kind'of'hold'back'you'know'talking'in'public.''TAWNA'1HOME:.'the'language'is'been'a'big…um,'obstacle'because'I’m'not'fluent;''
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THE	  QUIET	  POWER	  OF	  DANELLE	  SMITH	  
 
WINNEBAGO POWWOW WALK AND RUN 
 
Video-Danelle registering for run, on road stretching & preparing to run, 
with friend. 
 
DANELLE-I wonder what they are going to start first. 
 
DANELLE- In the environment that we grew up in there’s a lot of 
negativity…there’s poverty, depression; there’s all these things that we 
see- but don’t let that stop you, let that motivate you.  
 
RUN ORGANIZER- On your mark get set, go! (crowd cheering) 
 
Video-fade to black and music fade out. 
 
NARRATOR- Danelle Smith has carved out an amazing career against 
seemingly impossible odds. Her mother had a tough life and gave up 
Danelle and her brother for adoption to an older Winnebago couple. 
 
Video-Danelle’s personal photos with Vern. Natural sounds and new music. 
 
DANELLE- They took in these small children who needed a place to go so 
that to me says a lot about what kind of people they were. 
 
FRANCINE- Danelle was spoiled by my mom and dad, whatever she 
wanted, baby got. Everybody fell in love with her…She brought a lot of joy 
to the family. 
 
DANELLE-My dad raised horses and he liked to garden…in the fall we 
would harvest Indian corn what we call, washa…By the time I got to Jr. 
High, I was antsy (laughs)… I wanted to see more, I wanted to do more, I 
wanted to go to more places.  
 
NARRATOR  At age 17 Danelle enrolled at Fort Lewis College in Colorado.  
 
Video-Show image Danelle at 17, high school graduation. 
 
DANELLE- I was very homesick, I didn’t know anybody, so I lasted about 2 
and half-3 months. And then called my sister, crying and said I want to 
come home. 
 
Video-photos of adoptive mother 
 
NARRATOR- Back at home, Danelle spent time with her adoptive mother 
before she died of cancer.  Being with family and friends was comforting, 
but the temptation to drink and party was everywhere on the reservation.  
 
DANELLE- When I found out that I was pregnant, I told my family and in my 
mind I was totally freaking out. 
 
Photos-Danelle younger with sister 	  
UNL project takes students to Oklahoma to talk to Native women
APRIL 06, 2014 11:30 PM  •  BY KEVIN ABOUREZK / LINCOLN JOURNAL STAR
Shelby Fleig first met the young Native mother at a gathering the woman’s family
hosted.
Tawna Little, a 31-year-old Muscogee (Creek) from Tulsa, Okla., seemed shy and
said little to her interviewer.
Fleig worried the woman’s reluctance to talk to her might jeopardize her ability to
capture the details and quotes necessary to bring Little’s story to life.
And what a story.
* * *
Fleig, a senior news editorial and political science student, had traveled to Tulsa to interview Little for a story in a magazine her
class at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln was producing. The recently published 146-page magazine, Native Daughters II,
features profiles of Native women from Oklahoma.
A $150,000 grant to the UNL College of Journalism and Mass Communications from Ginette Overall, a Muscogee (Creek)
woman who is CEO of a power generator company in Tulsa, funded the project. It involved 10 students, participating in a
class in fall 2012 and spring 2013, traveling to Oklahoma to interview Native women and then writing their stories and
producing videos for a website.
In fall 2013, another wave of students designed the magazine and website.
As with the original Native Daughters project, an accompanying curriculum guide will be created and made available for use in
schools.
Other stories in the magazine include profiles of longtime Native poet, author and musician Joy Harjo, WNBA player Angel
Goodrich and former Cherokee tribal president Wilma Mankiller, who died in April 2010.
Faiz Siddiqi, a junior news editorial major at UNL, served as a reporter and design editor on the project. He said his hope is
Native women and girls will see the stories and photos in the magazine and be inspired to succeed in their own lives.
“If you stopped a random person on the street, they’d have trouble naming more than two Native women,” he said. “We
wanted to give young Native American girls an opportunity to see themselves in a glossy magazine.”
Judi M. gaiashkibos, director of the Nebraska Commission on Indian Affairs, served as a cultural expert for the students. She
said the project gave the students an opportunity to immerse themselves in Native culture, while also forging connections
between Oklahoma and Nebraska.
She said she intends to work to encourage schools in Oklahoma to incorporate the magazine into their classes. Oklahoma and
Nebraska have much in common, she said, including connections to tribes that originated in Nebraska but were forced to
move to Oklahoma.
“Nebraska is connected to Oklahoma in many, many ways,” she said.
* * *
Little, the Muscogee (Creek) woman, served from 2008 to 2009 in the U.S. Army in Kuwait, experiencing sexual harassment
from American troops. One male soldier even stalked her after she rejected him, forcing her to hide from him and adding to the
stress of serving in a combat zone.
Back home, Little suffered symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder and couldn’t stop thinking about her time overseas.
But she never talked to her family about what she had experienced, fearing it would only cause them to worry about her even
more should she be deployed again.
So when a young college student from Nebraska knocked on her door and asked her to tell her story, Little hesitated.
Fleig now knows Little was only hoping to spare her family the ugly details of her experience. Later, when she and Little met
alone, Little shared her story openly.
“She spoke about things, about her PTSD and war experiences, that she didn’t want to tell me in front of her family,” Fleig
said. “It just kind of teaches you not to judge.”
CLOSING	  REMARKS	  	   To	  conclude,	  I	  will	  say	  what	  I’ve	  learned	  I’ve	  learned	  new	  skills	  as	  a	  producer	  that	  include	  working	  as	  a	  team	  on	  a	  film,	  editing	  and	  storytelling	  skills	  by	  trying	  to	  allow	  the	  people	  to	  tell	  their	  own	  story	  with	  as	  little	  interference	  as	  possible,	  shooting	  skills	  for	  creating	  and	  building	  a	  scene	  to	  match	  your	  interview	  dialogue	  and	  ethics	  advocacy	  journalism.	  These	  all	  impacted	  the	  documentary	  by	  the	  actual	  final	  product	  I	  submitted,	  working	  within	  the	  Native	  American	  community	  to	  give	  back	  instead	  of	  always	  taking	  from	  the	  culture	  and	  moving	  forward	  as	  a	  producer.	  	  	   If	  I	  had	  to	  do	  over,	  I	  would	  be	  less	  ambitious,	  in	  terms	  of	  producing	  a	  60-­‐minute	  film	  as	  a	  graduate	  student,	  narrowing	  my	  focus	  on	  the	  Barnett-­‐Little	  family	  instead	  of	  taking	  on	  four	  main	  profiles.	  I	  think	  if	  I	  were	  to	  have	  changed	  those	  aspects	  I	  could	  have	  had	  more	  time,	  energy	  and	  focus	  on	  a	  cohesive	  focused	  documentary.	  	  I	  hope	  to	  use	  this	  documentary	  as	  a	  fundraising	  piece	  to	  get	  postproduction	  funds	  to	  take	  it	  to	  broadcast	  on	  a	  national	  level.	  I	  also	  want	  to	  use	  this	  documentary	  as	  an	  educational	  tool	  for	  Oklahoma	  education	  and	  tribal	  screening	  outreach.	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  
